WHAT IS IQLOGICS™?
IQLogics™ is the first comprehensive engine to
screen candidates for employment in one touch. It uses a proprietary algorithm to
quickly and accurately provide a complete background
history and social security number trace. Each
recommendation will include a unique combination
of background searches designed to deliver the
fastest, most accurate criminal
and local laws and regulations are

ACCURATE
95% accuracy rate

WHAT ARE BACKGROUND SEARCHES BETTER
WITH IQLOGICS™?
IQLogics™ is the first comprehensive engine to
determine the fastest, most accurate criminal
history and social security number trace. Each

DIETED
10% more results in an additional cost

RECOMMEND
IQLogics™ recommends the
fastest, most accurate criminal
history and social security number trace.

ADDITIONAL ADDRESSES NOT
PROVIDED
IQLogics™ looks for any
additional addresses not
provided by the candidate

THE ONLY LOGICAL PLACE TO START EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENINGS
ASURINT’S EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND SCREENING RECOMMENDATION ENGINE

THE IQLOGICS™ RECOMMENDATION ENGINE RUNS SMOOTHLY SO YOU CAN STRESS LESS

ELIMINATE GUESSWORK
The multitude of employment screening options is
overwhelming. The IQLogics™ quickly recommends the
right search for every job candidate

CUSTOMIZE SCREENING OPTIONS
IQLogics™ allows you to customize screening options to
reflect your business needs
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ELIMINATE GUESSWORK
The multitude of employment screening options is
overwhelming. The IQLogics™ quickly recommends the
right search for every job candidate

REMOVE LEGWORK
It’s a time-consuming task to manually research
screening options to deliver accurate results. IQLogics™
can determine efficient automated matches

4 TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT SCREENING RECOMMENDATIONS FROM IQLOGICS™

NCB NATIONWIDE
STATEWIDE
MULTI-COUNTY
SINGLE-COUNTY
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